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V6 Engine Cover 6-Piece Inserts 

 Installation Instructions 

 

 

Congratulations! On your purchase of the V6 Engine Cover 6-Piece Inserts we, know that you 
will enjoy having this great product in your Camaro. We recommend if you are going to paint 
your cover to clean it with alcohol or something similar. This will remove any dirt, oils and finger 
prints that might be on it. If you have purchase one of our powder coated or mirrored covers 
don’t use any cleaner on it that might harm the appearance. We recommend Adam’s Detail 
Spray.  

Time needed for this job is about 15-20mins. Please completely read these instructions prior to 
beginning. It will only take you a few minutes to read. Do not skip any of the steps. 
 
 

Step One: To install your V6 engine cover 6-piece inserts leave the vinyl coating on while you 
are installing it so, you don’t scratch it or get finger prints on it.  

Step Two: Make sure that you clean your area where the V6 engine cover 6-piece inserts is 
going to go with alcohol and let it dry and, then clean it again with alcohol. Make sure that it is 
completely dry before installing the V6 engine cover 6-piece inserts. 

Step Three: Trial fit the V6 cover 6-piece inserts before installing. We try and rolled these pieces 
as close as we can to the engine cover before shipping and, they could be off a little bit on the 
curve of the engine cover. You might have to adjust them a bit before install them.  
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Step Four: Peel off the 3M tape from the back of the V6 6-piece inserts. 

Step Four: Make sure that you aligning the top, bottom and side as you go before finally sticking 
it to the engine cover. Once you stick it you will not be able to make adjustments so, be careful 
when applying. If you have to remove it for some reason you might damage the pieces so, make 
sure where you want it before applying it. 

Step Five: Make sure that you applied pressure on the underside on V6 engine cover 6-piece 
inserts for about 1 min on the edges to make sure that is does not come off.  

Step Six: After you install the V6 engine cover 6-piece inserts then, remove the vinyl coating. 

Step Seven: Repeat steps 1-6 for the other (5) V6 engine cover 6-piece inserts. 

Step Seven: Congratulations! You are finish. Enjoy your new stainless steel mirrored V6 engine 
cover 6-piece inserts.                                                                     

 

Cleaning Instructions 
 

To maintain the appearance, be sure to only use a polish suitable for mirrored stainless steel and 
only apply polish with a 100% microfiber cloth or shammy. Remember, mirrored stainless steel 
scratches easily. So be sure to be careful when cleaning it. 
 
Note: This product will come with protecting vinyl just simply pull off the protective vinyl to 
expose the beautiful mirrored finish.  There may be some residue on the edges from where the 
laser cut through the vinyl which you can remove with 100% alcohol and a cotton pad. 

 


